Match the faces (and the numbers from the left side of this photo to the same faces and numbers on the right side.
The following is an inscription from the panoramic photo:

Detroit, Michigan, was the site for the first international convention of the organization, held May 17-18-19, 1917, at the Hotel Statler (far left with a “Welcome Kiwanis” banner across marquee). Delegates from the United States and Canada pose for a panoramic photo. Note that after the photographer began his slow “pan” of the crowd, five Kiwanians (on right) ran from one end of the crowd to the other and, hence, had their images reflected twice in the photo. Among them were founders Harry Young (marked number 1) and Charles Rapp (marked number 2). The first Kiwanian, Joe Prance, is shown (kneeling in the left photo beneath number 4). Next to him (to the right) is one of the initial directors of the Detroit #1 Club, Carl Von Poettgen. Don Johnston, the first presidents of the Detroit #1 Club, who served for two years in that capacity holds one end of the American flag (standing, holding the top right of the U.S. flag).